Lecture Series 2020
Transition toward Sustainable Mobility

15 April, 2-5pm: Hermann Grünfeld, Hamburg Port Authority in HBS010
Future urban transport: Alternative freight transport system

16 April, 9am-12pm: Hans Christian Winter, IAV GmbH in S5
Driverless electric shuttles - new chances and challenges for urban mobility

27 April, 2-5pm: Dr. rer. nat. Bernhard Knierim, author & co-founder of the alliance „Bahn für alle“ in HBS010
Why we need a completely different mobility & how German rails need to be transformed

30 April, 2-5pm: Nuno Ribeiro, VTM - mobility consultant in S3
GPS and mobile phone data processing to build demand and revenue knowledge in mobility businesses

05 May, 2-5pm: Ulrike Müller & Team, VW Group Future Center Europe GmbH in S2/3
oba

14 May, 2-5pm: Daniel Ernesto Moser, GIZ in S5
Why we have to transform urban mobility – the global picture

20 May, 2-5pm: David Tyfield, Lancaster University in HBS010
Will China deliver ‘ecological civilisation’ in urban mobility

27 May, 2-5pm: Dr. Annika Hauptvogel, Siemens Mobility Services AG in HBS010
How digital services enable 100% availability and increase sustainability

02 June, 2-5pm: Prof. Dr. Glenn Lyons, UWE Bristol in S5
Planning for the future of mobility

03 June, 2-5pm: Robin Kellermann, Technische Universität Berlin in S5
Mobility in the third dimension: May drones become a serious transport option?

15 June, 2-5pm: Katrin Moder, FlixMobility GmbH in S2/3
oba

17 June, 2-5pm: Honorarprofessor Dr. rer. pol. Gerhard Prätiorius, Technische Universität Braunschweig in S2/3
Global automotive industry reset – The transformation towards sustainable mobility?

23 June, 2-5pm: Michael Schramek, IHK Trainer for „Operational Mobility Management“ in S2/3
Mobility Management as a real contribution to climate protection

30 June, 2-5pm: Jan-Philipp Görtz, Former Deputy Head of Deutsche Lufthansa International Affairs in S2/3
Sustainability in Aviation - Technology, Economics and the Environment

07 July, 9am-12pm: Prof. Dr. Graham Parkhurst, UWE Bristol in S2/3
oba

15 July, 2-5pm: Marion Jungbluth, Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband in S2/3
How do we make the digital transformation of mobility sustainable

Room S2/3 and S5: EUREF-Campus, Torgauerstraße 12-15, House 9, 10829 Berlin
Room HBS010: Hardenbergstraße 16-18, 10623 Berlin